Rewriting the Call to Charity
How can the food shelf volunteer (or any charity worker) be moved to undertake responsibility for justice?
Writing (or rewriting) stories to include two features:

- Background conditions that reveal structural or systemic injustices; and

- Motivational force
Philosophy for the People

- Stories are accessible to academics, practitioners, and ordinary citizens
How do I know *what* should change?
The Personal Responsibility “Script”

- Public policy discourse
- Hunger advocates
Public Policy

- Representative Steven Fincher (R–TN)
Feeding America: Real Stories

- Marvin
Rewriting the Personal Responsibility Script

- Individual people who are unfairly disadvantaged
- General “position” occupied by more than one person (single mothers, fast food workers, etc.)
- Background conditions that reveal structural injustice(s)
A “Counter Story” about Hunger

YOU ARE INVITED
TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING OF

FROM THE PEOPLE WHO BROUGHT YOU
FOOD, INC.

PLACE AT THE TABLE
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 19, 7:30PM
RITZ 5 THEATRE
214 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA
PLEASE JOIN US AFTER THE FILM FOR A DISCUSSION
WITH DIRECTORS KRISTI JACOBSON & LOBI SILVERBUSH
TO RSVP GO TO: MOVIE.TICKETS@VERIZON.NET

A PLACE AT THE TABLE OPENS MARCH 1ST AT THE RITZ AT THE BOURSE.
Barbie
Feeding a Family
Knowing what should change

- Affordable Housing
- Transportation to grocery stores
- Minimum wage
- SNAP eligibility
- Free meal programs for children
- Job training
- Support for college education
- Subsidized commodity agriculture
- Lobbying by agri-business
Motivational Force

- *Witness to Hunger* at the White House (2012)